
Cozi220 from IMI Cornelius, (formerly known as the Oezo Espresso) is a compact, user friendly, 
highly functional machine which serves a perfect creamy, tasty coffee. It comes complete with 
either two powder containers or a double container allowing you to serve a choice of delicious hot 
drinks such as espresso, decaffinated coffee, tea, hot chocolate etc. 

Key features include:

 The water container is completely removable for cleaning purposes
 Equipped with a 'water sold out' device
 Two or Four drinks selections available: 1 or 2 small cups and 1 or 2 large cups
 Automatic adjustment of both the water and powder 
 doses to ensure a perfectly served drink
 Automatic adjustment of the mixing time in order to 
 guarantee a perfectly dispensed drink
 Special dispensing system which generates a creamy foam
 Water boiler provided with an anti-scale system
 Automatic rinsing of the mixer; all the components 
 coming into contact with the product are easily 
 removed to clean

Cozi220



470mm

420mm

200mm

Size and capacity:
Water tank:   2 litres with water 
    out function
No. of powder containers: 2
Container capacity:  1 kg (total 2kg)
No. of mixing chambers:  1 or 2
Weight unpacked:    13 kg or 18 kg 
Weight packed:     15 kg or 20 kg

Electrical:
Unit power consumption:   1300 Watts
Mains supply:     230 v, 50 Hz, 1 ph
Run current:      5.7 Amps
Plug connection:    Euro-Schuko plug, 
    3 pin UK plug
Mains cable:      2.5 metres

Technical:
Controls:  - Mechanical boiler control
   - Electronic dosing giving 
     precise control of powder 
     and water
   - Electronic push button 
     dispense
   - Portion control with 
     programmable drink size
Max. ambient temp.:    38°c
Housing type:      Painted steel
Drip Tray:    Plastic / Stainless Steel

     

IMI Cornelius reserves the right to modify the details in the publication as 
products and specifications are updated and improved.
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